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Abstract

It is well-known that spectral effects of liquid water are present in absorption (DOAS)
measurements above the ocean and insufficiently removed liquid water structures may
interfere with trace gas absorptions leading to wrong (sometimes even non-physical)
results. Currently available literature cross-sections of liquid water absorption are pro-5

vided in coarser resolution than hyperspectral DOAS applications require and Vibra-
tional Raman Scattering (VRS) is mostly unconsidered or compensated for using sim-
ulated pseudo cross-sections from radiative transfer modelling.

During the ship-based TransBrom campaign across the western Pacific in Octo-
ber 2009, MAX-DOAS measurements were performed into very clear natural waters10

achieving underwater light paths of up to 50 m. From these measurements, the retrieval
of a residual (H2Ores) spectrum is presented compensating simultaneously for insuffi-
ciencies of the liquid water absorption cross-section and broad-banded VRS structures.
Small-banded (Ring) structures caused by VRS were found to be very efficiently com-
pensated for by the intensity offset (straylight) correction included in the DOAS fit.15

In the MAX-DOAS tropospheric NO2 retrieval, this method was able to compensate
entirely for all liquid water effects that decrease the fit quality. This was not achieved us-
ing a liquid water cross-section in combination with a simulated VRS spectrum. Typical
values of improvement depend on the measurement’s contamination with liquid water
structures and range from ≈ 30 % for measurements slightly towards the water surface20

to several percent in small angles above the horizon. Furthermore, the H2Ores spec-
trum was found to prevent misfits of NO2 slant columns especially for very low NO2
scenarios and thus increase the reliability of the fit. In test fits on OMI satellite data,
the H2Ores spectrum was found selectively above ocean surfaces where it leads to fit
quality improvements of up to 6–18 %.25
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1 Introduction

In the atmosphere and ocean, liquid water interacts with solar radiation in the Visible
in a variety of ways. Its absorption spectrum, which is called in the following H2Oliq
spectrum, results from vibrational transitions (overtone and combination bands) and is
relatively smooth in shape (e.g., Pope and Fry, 1997). It causes the characteristic blue5

color of clear water. Suspended matter, so-called yellow substances, often dominates
the water color, but this is not on focus of this study. In addition, inelastic scattering
processes, both Vibrational Raman and Brillouin Scattering, by water molecules re-
sult in a change of the photon energy and thus change the spectrum of the incident
light (Kattawar and Xu, 1992; Xu and Kattawar, 1994). Inelastic scattering produces10

a filling-in of Fraunhofer lines similar to the Ring effect in the atmosphere resulting form
rotational Raman in-filling (Grainger and Ring, 1962).

In remote sensing observations of atmospheric trace gases in the Visible range over
water surfaces, both liquid water absorption and in-filling of Fraunhofer lines are neces-
sarily present and may disturb the trace gas retrieval if insufficiently compensated for.15

Obvious examples are satellite nadir measurements such as the GOME, SCIAMACHY,
GOME-2, and OMI instruments (e.g., Burrows et al., 1995; Bovensmann et al., 1999;
Callies et al., 2000; Levelt et al., 2006a, b). For example, the liquid water absorption in
OMI measurements is shown in Fig. 1.

This study is concerned with the well-known remote sensing technique of Differen-20

tial Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) (e.g., Platt, 1994; Burrows et al., 2011).
The DOAS method has been used for many years in order to detect atmospheric trace
gases, e.g. NO2, O3, IO, BrO, HCHO, and CHOCHO from space (e.g., Burrows et al.,
1999; Martin et al., 2002; Richter et al., 2005; Wittrock et al., 2006; Schönhardt et al.,
2008; De Smedt et al., 2008) as well as from the ground, ships and aircrafts (e.g.,25

Wittrock et al., 2004; Heckel et al., 2005; Peters et al., 2012; Pinardi et al., 2013;
Großmann et al., 2013; Schönhardt et al., 2014).
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Several previous studies demonstrated the presence of liquid water effects in satellite
observations. Most of them were addressing the topic of Vibrational Raman Scattering
(VRS). For example, Vountas et al. (2003) studied the impact of VRS on trace gas re-
trievals from the GOME satellite instrument and found that neglecting VRS can cause
significant errors in the DOAS analysis, e.g. more than 30 % for BrO slant columns5

over clear ocean scenarios. In the UV, the filling-in of Fraunhofer lines by VRS in
the ocean is decreased by chlorophyll and dissolved organic matter (DOM) as they
absorb UV radiation. This was used to retrieve the oceanic chlorophyll content by
Joiner et al. (2004). Different phytoplankton groups have been also successfully de-
rived from SCIAMACHY satellite measurements using their absorption characteristics10

in an adapted (Phyto-)DOAS analysis (Vountas et al., 2007; Bracher et al., 2009).
More recently, Rozanov et al. (2014) modelled the effect of inelastic Raman scatter-
ing in ocean water using the radiative transfer model SCIATRAN. With this, VRS was
used in hyperspectral satellite data as a proxy for the abundance of light in the global
ocean which is an important parameter for modelling phytoplankton primary produc-15

tion (Dinter et al., 2014). However, spectral effects of liquid water are not only present
in satellite nadir observations, but also in ground-based MAX-DOAS measurements to-
wards the water surface, close to the horizon and even at small elevation angles above
the horizon as some photons observed under these viewing directions have traveled
some distance within the water before being scattered into the line of sight. For exam-20

ple, Großmann et al. (2013) included a VRS spectrum to improve their MAX-DOAS fit
of IO in the marine boundary layer over the remote ocean.

In small DOAS fitting windows, the smooth liquid water absorption spectrum is often
assumed to be sufficiently compensated for by the DOAS polynomial. This is most likely
the reason for the variety of studies on VRS while studies concerning the absorption25

structure are rare. However, for large fitting windows (> 40 nm in the Visible, depend-
ing on the actual fit settings and order of DOAS polynomial), liquid water absorption
should be considered in the fit. For example, Richter et al. (2011) demonstrated that in-
cluding the H2Oliq spectrum in the GOME-2 DOAS fit for NO2 (425–497 nm) improves
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the fit quality. However, even in small fitting windows H2Oliq can cause problems for
the retrieval of weak absorptions if it is not compensated for. E.g., for CHOCHO which
is mostly retrieved in the range of ≈ 435–460 nm, Lerot et al. (2010) have developed
a two-step approach fixing the liquid water slant columns in the small glyoxal fitting
window to results obtained in a larger fitting window where the smooth shape of the5

liquid water absorption spectrum can be retrieved more reliably.
Laboratory measurements of the pure liquid water absorption coefficient were per-

formed for example by Pope and Fry (1997). Unfortunately, this absorption coefficient
is given only in 2.5 nm steps and the spectral resolution is even lower (≈ 7 nm). Even
though the absorption structure is smooth, the coarse resolution blurs the exact posi-10

tion of shoulders in the H2Oliq spectrum. If the liquid water absorption is strong, this
uncertainty can cause severe problems for the retrieval of trace gases using the DOAS
method that requires spectral resolution in the range of< 1 nm. In addition, the liquid
water absorption spectra as measured by different groups differ clearly from each other
in the 400–500 nm range (e.g., see Dickey et al., 2011) which is a result of the weak ab-15

sorption strength in the Visible (for short light paths, water appears to be transparent).
As a consequence, very long light paths are needed to obtain reliable measurements.
For the DOAS analysis, the 400–500 nm range is crucial as many trace gases (O3,
NO2, CHOCHO, IO) are retrieved here. Furthermore, laboratory measurements of liq-
uid water absorption were made using pure water under standard conditions (i.e. for20

fixed temperature and pressure). In contrast, the water absorption that is present in
field or satellite measurements applies not to standard conditions and properties of
real ocean water like salinity may have further influence on the absorption spectrum.

In this study, we report on MAX-DOAS observations pointing towards the water sur-
face during the ship-borne TransBrom campaign in the western Pacific in 2009 where25

regions of remarkable clear water were encountered (see Fig. 1). These measurements
were designed in a way that minimizes atmospheric contributions to the resulting optical
depth while at the same time maximizing the liquid water influence. From these mea-
surements, we retrieve a hyperspectral H2Ores spectrum compensating simultaneously
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for broad-banded VRS structures and uncertainties of currently available literature
cross-sections of liquid water absorption. The influence and the potential improvement
of the retrieved spectrum on the NO2 fit using atmospheric MAX-DOAS measurements
(i.e. close to and above the horizon) taken during the same campaign is investigated.
In addition, the H2Ores spectrum was tested and successfully found in complimentary5

satellite data.
The following Sect. 2 gives the theoretical background of liquid water spectral effects.

Detailed information about the measurements performed as well as the DOAS method
and the instrumentation is provided in Sect. 3. Section 4 reports about different at-
tempts to retrieve experimental H2Oliq and VRS cross-sections as well as the retrieval10

of the finally used H2Ores spectrum. The influence of this spectrum on the NO2 fit of at-
mospheric MAX-DOAS measurements is investigated in Sect. 5. Finally, the presence
of the H2Ores spectrum in OMI satellite data is demonstrated in Sect. 6.

2 Spectral effects of liquid water

The most important spectral feature of liquid water is its absorption H2Oliq, which is15

different from the absorption spectrum of water vapour. Whereas the latter one is dom-
inated by a large number of distinct vibrational-rotational absorption lines (caused by
numerous rotational levels due to the H2O molecule’s different moments of inertia for
rotation around different spatial axes), in the liquid phase, rotations are suppressed as
a result of intermolecular hydrogen bonding and limited to so-called librations (rock-20

ing, wagging and twisting). Also, in contrast to most other substances, the absorption
of liquid water in the visible range is not based on electronic transitions. Instead, it is
caused by overtones of the three fundamental vibrational modes: symmetric stretch
(ν1), asymmetric stretch (ν3) and bending or scissors mode (ν2). The result is a contin-
uous absorption spectrum that is smooth in shape with small values in the blue range25

and increasing values towards larger wavelengths. Thus, water absorbs stronger in the
red part of the spectrum which produces the blue color of the ocean. The absorption
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spectrum in the range focused on here is plotted in Fig. 2 (green line). The domi-
nant stretch modes of the OH bond (ν1, ν3) occur at wavenumbers of ≈ 3400 cm−1

(≈ 3 µm) and the bend or scissors mode (ν2) appears at ≈ 1600 cm−1 (≈ 6 µm) which
is in the infrared region. The absorption in the Visible is caused by harmonics and
linear combinations of these fundamental modes and strong transitions can be identi-5

fied as shoulders in the absorption spectrum. For example, the shoulder at ≈ 450 nm
corresponds to the seventh harmonic of the OH-stretch (see Pope and Fry, 1997, and
references therein). Hydrogen bonds developing between adjacent H2O molecules in
the liquid phase decrease the vibrational energy levels of OH-stretches and thus cause
a red-shift of vibrational transition energies (Braun and Smirnov, 1993, and references10

therein). With increasing temperature, hydrogen bonding decreases in importance, as
a larger fraction of bonds is broken. As a result, the red-shift and therefore the exact
position of absorption features (shoulders) is slightly temperature dependent (lower
temperatures lead to larger red-shifts).

In atmospheric remote sensing, the effect of Rotational Raman Scattering (RRS) on15

air molecules (predominantly N2) is well-known. RRS is an inelastic scattering process
producing wavelength shifts of up to 50 cm−1 (Kattawar et al., 1981) corresponding
to several Ångström (10−10 m) in the Visible. As this is comparable to the width of
strong Fraunhofer lines (and also in the range of typical instrumental resolution), more
intensity is shifted from the wing of a Fraunhofer line into its core than from the core20

to the wing, simply because there is less intensity in the minimum that can be shifted.
The result is a filling-in of Fraunhofer lines which was first observed by Grainger and
Ring (1962) and is known as the Ring effect.

Similarly, also inelastic Vibrational Raman Scattering (VRS) can occur on molecules
having vibrational modes, but the mechanism of filling-in of Fraunhofer lines (Ring ef-25

fect) is less efficient and therefore VRS in the atmosphere can be neglected. In con-
trast, in liquid water the VRS effect on H2O molecules becomes important because of
the high density of water. At the same time, no RRS can occur in liquid water because
no rotations are allowed as a result of intermolecular hydrogen bonding. The Ring effect
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of VRS is somewhat different from RRS: The final energy Efin, resp. wavelength λfin, of
an inelastic VRS scattered photon is

Efin = Eint −h ·c · ν̃

⇔ 1
λfin

=
1
λint

− ν̃
(1)

As the energy of the dominant OH-stretch is in the range of ν̃ ≈ 3400 cm−1 (see Fig. 3),5

for an initial wavelength λint of 400 nm Eq. (1) yields a final wavelength of ≈ 460 nm
(for the Stokes-Raman-band), i.e. the VRS produces a wavelength shift of about 60 nm
in the Visible. This maps larger structures of the initial sunlight spectrum to different
positions. In addition, it is much larger than the wavelength shift due to RRS on N2
molecules in the air and also much larger than the width of any Fraunhofer line. Con-10

sequently, the filling-in is predominantly not caused by more photons shifted from the
line wing inside the core than vice versa. Moreover, the large line width of the VRS
Raman band is responsible for the Ring effect. First, the line width is broad because
of broadening effects in the liquid phase. In addition, the Raman band shape is a su-
perposition of different Gauss curves, associated to monomers (single H2O molecules)15

and polymers forming because of intermolecular hydrogen bonding. As this decreases
the energy of the OH-stretch (as metioned above) the Raman band of polymers is cen-
tered at a different energy. For example, Walrafen (1967) and Kattawar and Xu (1992)
described the Raman band as a superposition of 4 different Gauss curves (the result-
ing shape is plotted in Fig. 3). As the overall line width (≈ 8 nm in the visible) is much20

larger than any Fraunhofer line, the level of both the wing and the core are raised by
roughly the same amount, i.e. the core is less deep relative to the wing after the VRS
(Xu and Kattawar, 1994). As the number of hydrogen bonds is temperature-dependent,
the shape of the Raman band is also temperature dependent. This has been used for
remote sensing of the ocean temperature using LIDAR systems (e.g., Leonard et al.,25

1979).
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To conclude, the resulting cross-section of VRS is both small-banded because of the
filling-in of Fraunhofer lines as well as broad-banded because of the large intensity shift
that maps larger structures of the initial sunlight spectrum. An example of the cross-
section of VRS is given in Fig. 4. The prominent increase (step) around 460 nm results
from the relatively sharp increase in intensity of the sunlight spectrum shortly before5

400 nm (after the strong K and H Fraunhofer lines from Ca+).
Another inelastic scattering effect is the so-called Brillouin Scattering that is caused

by density fluctuations (phonons) in the water (e.g., Hickman et al., 1991; Dickey
et al., 2011). In principle, Brillouin Scattering can also produce a filling-in of Fraun-
hofer structures, but the spectral shift is only several 10−3 nm in the visible range10

(Xu and Kattawar, 1994). This is much smaller than the shift of VRS or even RRS and
also smaller than Fraunhofer lines that can be resovled with current (MAX-)DOAS in-
struments. Also the Brillouin linewidth in the Visible (≈ 10−4 nm) is much smaller than
for VRS (Xu and Kattawar, 1994). To conclude, the Ring effect caused by Brillouin
Scattering can be neglected for current DOAS applications. Note, this was investigated15

in more detail in (Peters, 2013), but it is not reproduced here since the findings only
confirmed the intuitive assumption above.

3 Measurements

3.1 The DOAS principle

The DOAS method (e.g., Platt, 1994; Platt and Stutz, 2008) is based on Lambert–20

Beer’s law which is in its simplest form for the case of multiple absorbers

I(λ) = I0(λ) ·e−
∑

i σi (λ)·ρi ·s (2)

and describes the attenuation of light of initial spectrum I0(λ) through absorbers i of
concentration ρi and absorption cross-section σi (λ) along the light path s. However, in25

this equation ρi (and σi ) must not depend on the light path. In first approximation, this
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is true for the absorption of light under water because ρwater ≈ const. The product of
ρwater and liquid water absorption σwater is of dimension m−1 and called the absorption
coefficient. In contrast, the concentrations ρi of atmospheric absorbers have a vertical
profile and thus vary strongly along the light path. This leads to the DOAS equation

τ(λ) = −
∑
i

σ′
i (λ) ·SCi −

∑
p

apλ
p + r(λ) (3)5

where τ(λ) = ln
(

I(λ)
I0(λ)

)
is the optical depth (I0 is usually a sun spectrum for satellite-

and a zenith spectrum for ground-based measurements), r(λ) a residual spectrum and
SCi =

∫
ρi (s)ds the so called slant column, which is the concentration of absorber i

integrated along the light path. Note that the Ring effect explained above can be treated10

as additional absorber i and is included in the sum over absorbers in Eq. (3). For the
atmospheric Ring effect due to RRS, a pseudo cross-section σRing can be simulated
using radiative transfer models like SCIATRAN (Vountas et al., 1998; Rozanov and
Vountas, 2014) and as mentioned earlier, this is also possible for the VRS effect in
liquid water (Rozanov et al., 2014).15

The basic idea of the DOAS method is to separate the observed optical depth into
a high frequency and a low frequency component. The low frequency component
describes (1) possible instrumental effects and (2) smooth changes in the spectrum
caused by Rayleigh (λ−4-dependence) and Mie (λ−κ-dependence, κ = 0, . . . ,2) scatter-
ing. In addition, in satellite observations the low frequency component compensates20

also for the spectral surface reflectance. This low frequency component is accounted
for by a polynomial of small order (usually 2nd to 4th order). The high frequency compo-
nent consists of the high frequency parts σ′

i (λ) (differential cross-sections) of absorber
cross-sections σi (λ). The DOAS equation is then solved by means of a least squares
fit, i.e. the sum of squared residual points (chisquare) is minimized. The chisquare25

normalized by the number of spectral points is called RMS (root mean square) and
a measure of the fit quality. The fit results are the coefficients of the polynomial (which
are of no interest here) and the slant columns SCi of the different trace gases. It is
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important that the absorber cross-sections σ′
i included in the DOAS fit need to have

different (and unique) structures, i.e. if one cross-section can be described by a linear
combination of other cross-sections, the resulting slant columns are not meaningful.

3.2 Intensity offset correction (straylight correction)

In the context of this work, the method of accounting for intensity offsets superposing5

the measured spectrum is important. These intensity offsets can be caused by differ-
ent effects, e.g. the detector’s dark current. A prominent source of intensity offsets is
straylight inside the spectrometer which is predominantly light reflected on any surface
and finally reaching the CCD-detector at a position that does not correspond to its
wavelength. An additive amount of light C (either real, i.e. straylight, or an instrumental10

artifact, i.e. dark current) influences the resulting optical depth τ(λ) as follows:

τ(λ) = ln
(
I(λ)+C
I0(λ)

)
= ln

(
I(λ)

I0(λ)
·
[

1+
C
I(λ)

])

= ln
(
I(λ)

I0(λ)

)
+ ln

(
1+

C
I(λ)

)

≈ ln
(
I(λ)

I0(λ)

)
+

C
I(λ)

(4)

where the Taylor expansion for ln(1+x) was stopped after the term of first order.
Consequently, the intensity offset causes a term of optical depth that is proportional to15

1/I(λ).
In the DOAS analysis, this effect is routinely compensated for and called the in-

tensity offset or straylight correction. Therefore, after a first guess for C, the additive
C/I(λ) term is used as an additional differential cross-section σoffset in the DOAS fit (i.e.
a corresponding slant column is fitted). As a consequence of the 1/I(λ)-dependence,20

the differential cross-section σoffset consists predominantly of Fraunhofer structures and
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has therefore similarity to the Ring cross-section. This is intuitively clear: if a constant
signal C superposes a spectrum I(λ), then the relative contribution is largest where the
original spectrum has lowest intensity, which is the case at the position of Fraunhofer
lines.

Because of the similarity to the Ring spectrum, the intensity offset correction (i.e.,5

σoffset) was found to compensate very efficiently for the small-band structures of VRS.
This has been already found in previous studies of (Vountas et al., 2003). Note that
sometimes also higher intensity offset corrections (linear wavelength dependence etc.)
are used, but for this study a constant straylight correction turned out to be sufficient.

3.3 Instruments10

The focus of this study is on ground-based Multi-AXis (MAX)-DOAS measurements. In
addition, OMI satellite data has been used in Sect. 6.

The IUP-Bremen MAX-DOAS instrument used here is a two-channel instrument con-
sisting of two spectrometers for the UV and visible range, respectively, which are ac-
tively temperature stabilized at 35 ◦C. For this study, only measurements from the visi-15

ble spectrometer are used, which is an Acton500 with a two-dimensional ROPER CCD
camera with 100×1340 pixels covering a wavelength interval from 400–570 nm at a res-
olution of 0.8 nm. The spectrometers are connected via a 20 m long Y-shaped optical
fibre bundle consisting of 2×38 = 76 single fibres (and thus overcoming polarization
effects) to a telescope unit which collects sunlight. The telescope unit is mounted on20

a commercial ENEO VPT-501 Pan-Tilt-Head allowing pointing in any viewing direction.
Light enters the telescope through a fused silica window and is focused by a lens on the
optical fiber bundle entrance. The telescope’s field of view (FOV) is ≈ 1.2◦. Inside the
telescope housing, a video camera for scene documentation (taking snapshots every
5 s) and a Mercury/Cadmium (HgCd) line lamp for calibration measurements are in-25

stalled. All measurements and system operations are controlled by in-house software.
The instrument demonstrated excellent performance during the intercomparison field
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campaign CINDI a few months before TransBrom (Roscoe et al., 2010; Piters et al.,
2012; Pinardi et al., 2013), where it was selected as one of the reference instruments.

The Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) is a nadir-viewing imaging spectrometer on
NASA’s EOS Aura satellite launched on 15 July 2004 into a Sun-synchronous, po-
lar orbit at approximately 705 km altitude. The local equator crossing time is between5

13:40 and 13:50. OMI measures direct and atmosphere-backscattered sunlight in the
UV-VIS range from 270 nm to 500 nm. Atmospheric observations are performed per-
pendicular to the flight direction in a 114◦ field of view corresponding to a 2600 km wide
spatial swath on the Earth’s surface. Due to the large field of view, the ground-pixel size
varies across-track from 24 km (nadir) to 128 km (edge of the swath). Global coverage10

is achieved in one day. Further information about the OMI satellite instrument can be
found in (Levelt et al., 2006a, b).

3.4 The TransBrom field campaign

TransBrom was a ship-borne field campaign across the western Pacific ocean. It was
carried out onboard the German Research vessel Sonne starting at 9 October 2009 in15

Tomakomai, Japan (42◦38′ N, 141◦37′ E) and arriving at 24 October 2009 in Townsville,
Australia (19◦15′ S, 146◦49′ E). A campaign overview can be found in (Quack, 2010)
and (Krüger and Quack, 2012). The campaign’s focus was on measurements of short-
living halogen (in particular bromine) compounds in the sea as well as in the air and
especially on the flux from sea to air, but this is not the topic of the present study.20

Furthermore, we already reported on the MAX-DOAS contributions and measurements
of atmospheric trace gases (NO2, HCHO, IO) during TransBrom (Peters et al., 2012;
Großmann et al., 2013).

The cruise track is plotted in Fig. 1 together with the liquid water absorption slant
columns retrieved from the OMI satellite instrument for August 2007 (these slant25

columns result from the OMI NO2 fits (OMI-Fit2) as explained in Sect. 6). As the liq-
uid water absorption coefficient from Pope and Fry (1997), which is of dimension m−1,
was used in that fit (ρwater ≈ const, see Sect. 3.1), the resulting slant columns are of
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dimension m and give the average length of the light paths that photons contributing
to the respective measurement have been traveling under water. Obviously, the Trans-
Brom cruise was carried out almost entirely in a region of very clear water where av-
erage underwater light paths of ≈ 7 m occur in measurements from the satellite. From
the MAX-DOAS measurements being installed on the RV Sonne and pointing directly5

into the water, even longer light paths (up to 50 m) were achieved.

3.5 MAX-DOAS set-up and viewing geometry

During the TransBrom campaign, the MAX-DOAS telescope unit was installed at the
monkey deck above the bridge of the RV Sonne pointing portside. For measurements
of atmospheric trace gases, vertical scans in elevation angles ranging from −3◦ (slightly10

towards the water surface) to 30◦ above the horizon were performed in an azimuthal
direction perpendicular to the ship (i.e. −90◦ relative to the ship’s heading). These
measurements are denoted as scanning directions in the following.

In addition, measurements pointing straight towards the water surface were taken
at elevation angles of −45◦ and −60◦ with respect to the horizon and in azimuthal15

directions of −45◦ and −90◦ relative to the ship’s heading. These measurements con-
taining strong liquid water effects are denoted as water-pointing measurements in the
following. The length of the light path under water (and subsequently also the penetra-
tion depth) is varying not only by the applied viewing angles, but also during the day
as a consequence of the position of the sun or the cleanliness of the water. Thus, the20

measurement ensemble represents an average of optical effects in natural liquid water.

3.6 Clear water and white caps measurements

In every water-pointing viewing direction, a series (40 s integration time) of single spec-
tra was recorded with very short exposure times of only 100 ms each. Due to the short
exposure time, these single measurements can be regarded as spectral snapshots25

without temporal evolution. The scene observed by the instrument was either a clear
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and undisturbed view into the water body, or it was covered by white caps that occured
almost periodically (depending on the roughness of the sea) when waves slapped
against the ship or collided with its bow wave. Because of the very short exposure
time, the measurements could be assigned to either clear (blue) water or white caps
(in different magnitudes). A color index CI was applied to characterise the dominating5

color in the observed scene and to distinguish between these two cases. Therefore,
the average intensity in the 413–419 nm interval was divided by the average intensity
in the interval of 548–554 nm. All spectra with CI> 2 were assigned to the clear (blue)
water spectra and those of CI<= 1 were assigned to the white caps spectra.

In first approximation, the spectra of the white caps can be regarded as the reflection10

of the incoming light before penetrating the water (the water surface is thought to be
covered by a white plane), i.e. the difference between white caps and undisturbed
water measurements is in first order determined by the spectral effects of liquid water.
If the white caps measurements are used as reference spectra I0 and the clear water
spectra are used as attenuated spectra I , the optical depth of liquid water effects can be15

calculated in terms of the Lambert–Beer law (Eq. 2) as ln
(
I/I0

)
, which is exemplarily

plotted for one measurement from 14 October 2009 in Fig. 2 (brown line) in comparison
to the liquid water absorption coefficient from Pope and Fry (1997). Note that the MAX-
DOAS field measurements are observations of scattered light, i.e. the brown curve in
Fig. 2 contains elastic and inelastic scattering effects. Nevertheless, the similarity to20

the water absorption is remarkable demonstrating that these measurements are well-
suited to study the liquid water absorption spectrum. In addition, the brown line reveals
leftover structures from Fraunhofer lines which are caused by inelastic VRS. Thus,
these measurements can be used to retrieve experimental cross-sections of H2Oliq as
well as VRS.25
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4 Retrieval of experimental (correction) spectra

Different approaches were tested in order to retrieve (a) experimental cross-sections
of liquid water and VRS or (b) correction spectra of existing literature cross-sections.
Therefore, the I and I0 spectra (clear water, resp. white caps) were used in DOAS fits
and a polynomial was fitted to the optical depths ln(I/I0) to account for instrumental and5

elastic scattering effects. No trace gases were included in the fits as the difference be-
tween I and I0 is considered to be liquid water effects only. In addition, in Sects. 4.3 and
4.4 a liquid water absorption spectrum (H2Oliq) from literature was used in order to re-
trieve a correction spectrum for it. This H2Oliq spectrum had to be adapted to our DOAS
fit requirements as described in Sect. 4.1. To ensure that atmospheric conditions are10

as constant as possible, for each measurement I always the closest-in-time reference
measurement I0 was selected. As a cut-off criterion, only measurements I were taken
for which a reference spectrum I0 exists within ∆SZA < 2◦ (SZA = sun zenith angle).
Also, only spectra recorded at SZAs< 85◦ were used. After applying the color index
and these restrictions ≈ 5000 measurements remained and could be analyzed. In ad-15

dition, even stronger restrictions were tested: the individual 100 ms measurements for
each intergration time were averaged according to their color index. Then, all spectra
I were rejected if no I0 exists within a period of 1 min. While this reduces the number
of observations (predominantly because of the averaging), the results were always the
same as in the first case.20

4.1 Preparation of the literature H2Oliq spectrum

As our DOAS routine requires cross-sections in 0.1 nm spacing but the liquid water
absorption coefficient from literature (Pope and Fry, 1997) is provided only in 2.5 nm
resolution, an interpolation was needed to fill the gaps. A simple linear interpolation
yields an absorption spectrum with sharp peaks at the position of the original spec-25

tral points which is unrealistic. As Pope and Fry (1997) state that the resolution of
their spectrum is only ≈ 7 nm, before the interpolation a running mean over 3 adjacent
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spectral points (i.e., 7.5 nm) was applied yielding a smoother spectrum. Then, a spline
interpolation was used (yielding a smoother spectrum than a linear interpolation) to
obtain the required 0.1 nm spectrum.

Note that these changes return a H2Oliq spectrum that is slightly different from the
original one. The correction spectra retrieved in Sect. 4.3 and 4.4 were calculated using5

this prepared H2Oliq cross-section and therefore describe corrections with respect to it.

4.2 Simultaneous retrieval of VRS and H2Oliq

First, it was tested to retrieve experimental cross-sections of VRS and H2Oliq simul-
taneously from DOAS residuals using a Principal Component Analysis (PCA). In the
respective DOAS fit, only a polynomial accounting for elastic scattering under water10

was included (i.e., no H2Oliq and no VRS). Thus, the differential spectra of both, VRS
as well as H2Oliq remained in the residuals.

In general, the idea of a PCA is to find a coordinate system in which a data set (here:
set of DOAS residuals) can be expressed more efficiently than in the old coordinates.
This is achieved by retrieving orthogonal basis vectors that point into the directions15

of largest variance in the data (thus, residuals corresponding to different strengths of
liquid water effects are needed, which is the case for the measurements used here as
mentioned above). As a result, the first few basis vectors or principal components may
describe the variance in the whole data set already sufficiently. In addition, the principal
components might have the meaning of cross-sections of absorbers or effects that were20

excluded in the DOAS fit (but this is not necessarily the case).
Various DOAS fits differing in the spectral range and order of polynomial were tested

and for each fit the respective residuals were analysed using a PCA. However, the
PCA was unable to separate the effects of H2Oliq and VRS from each other. In particu-
lar, the retrieved H2Oliq spectrum (first principal component) that is only broad-banded25

consisted always of both broad-band structures as well as small-band Fraunhofer struc-
tures which are in reality caused by VRS alone. To conclude, H2Oliq and VRS are not
orthogonal effects, i.e. the PCA retrieves components which produce variance in the
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DOAS residuals independently from each other (orthogonal), which is not the case for
VRS and H2Oliq. Both effects can be expected to produce larger spectral structures if
the light path under water increases. As a result, the conclusion here is that both ef-
fects depend very similarly on the length of the underwater light path, which is obvious.
However, it has important implications because it overcomes the need to independently5

determine both, VRS as well as H2Oliq. Instead, one cross-section, for example VRS,
can be improved in a way that it does not only describe the VRS effect, but compen-
sates at the same time for insufficiencies of H2Oliq.

4.3 Retrieval of VRS

Aiming at the retrieval of an experimental differential VRS cross-section that com-10

pensates at the same time for insufficiencies of H2Oliq, the prepared literature cross-
section of H2Oliq (see Sect. 4.1) was included in a DOAS fit. The fit was performed
in a spectral range from 408–502 nm covering the NO2 fitting window discussed in
Sect. 5. Apart from the literature H2Oliq spectrum, only a 4th order polynomial account-
ing for instrumental effects and elastic scattering under water was applied. This DOAS15

fit was performed on all water-pointing measurements (−45◦ and −60◦ elevation angle)
throughout the whole campaign. Afterwards, the DOAS residuals were averaged. The
result is plotted in Fig. 4 (red line) in comparison to the VRS cross-section modelled
by SCIATRAN (blue line) for ground-based geometry and prevailing conditions during
TransBrom. For consistency, a 4th order polynomial was subtracted from the simulated20

SCIATRAN VRS spectrum yielding a differential cross-section.
The similarity between the experimental and modelled VRS spectra in Fig. 4 is ob-

vious. Nevertheless, some differences are observed, predominantly in the broad-band
structures that are larger in the simulated spectrum – most obviously the step around
460 nm. This has two possible reasons: (1) The smoother shape of the broad-band25

structures could be realistic and caused by the uncertainty of H2Oliq which is poten-
tially compensated for by the experimental VRS spectrum. (2) As the DOAS method
is a least-squares fit, the polynomial and the liquid water absorption are arranged in
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a way that reproduces the measured optical depth τ(λ) optimally. Thus, in the DOAS
retrieval fit the broad-band structures of VRS are partly compensated for by the DOAS
polynomial and the broad H2Oliq spectrum. While the first reason is speculative, the
second reason is for sure true to some extent.

In addition, in the retrieval fit of the experimental VRS spectrum, no intensity off-5

set correction was applied since this compensates very efficiently for the small-band
VRS structures (incompletely removed Fraunhofer lines) as explained in Sect. 3.2. As
a result, no retrieval of VRS was possible when the straylight correction was included.
This implies that the resulting VRS spectrum in Fig. 4 might also contain small-band
structures which are not caused by VRS alone but by straylight (or the detector’s dark10

current) that might have been present in the spectrometer.

4.4 The H2Ores (correction) spectrum

As mentioned above, the observation that the applied straylight correction compen-
sates for small-band Fraunhofer structures from VRS is consistent with previous find-
ings by Vountas et al. (2003). Thus, if H2Oliq, a (constant) intensity offset correction15

(σoffset), and a polynomial are included in a DOAS retrieval fit, then only the broad-band
VRS structures plus uncertainties of liquid water absorption remain in the fit residuals.

In order to investigate this approach, several DOAS fits differing in the fit range and
order of polynomial have been performed. The detailed settings are summarized in
Table 1. The resulting residuals have been averaged for each DOAS fit and are exem-20

plarily shown in Fig. 5a. Obviously, average residuals corresponding to different DOAS
fits reveal the same general structure, even if retrieved in another fitting window or cor-
responding to another DOAS polynomial, i.e. the observed residual pattern seems to
be rather stable. For example, the step at ≈ 460 nm which is caused by VRS is clearly
visible in all spectra. Small-band structures are suppressed in the average residuals25

as a consequence of the applied straylight correction. The blue (slightly thicker) line
in Fig. 5a results from a retrieval fit corresponding to the MAX-DOAS NO2 fit settings
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(425–497 nm, 3rd order polynomial). In the following, this spectrum is called the H2Ores
spectrum.

As mentioned in Sect. 4.1, some processing was necessary for the liquid water ab-
sorption coefficient from Pope and Fry (1997) allowing its use in our DOAS routine.
The difference between the modified cross-section and the original one (simply linearly5

interpolated to 0.1 nm spacing) is shown in Fig. 5b (magenta line). Obviously, the re-
sulting structures are much smaller than the H2Ores spectrum. The magenta line was
scaled by a factor of 20 (red line) so that the last peak is of the same size as the H2Ores
spectrum (blue line). The two curves show almost no agreement and the correlation
was calculated to ≈ 0.1. Consequently, the retrieved H2Ores spectrum can be assumed10

not to result from the changes applied to the H2Oliq spectrum but correcting for so far
unaccounted spectral structures of natural liquid water and VRS. In this context, it was
also verified that the H2Ores spectrum is different from the (differential) structures of
water constituents, e.g. chlorophyll.

The advantage of the H2Ores spectrum is that it is free of possible straylight contri-15

butions (and other intensity offsets) causing small-band structures. In DOAS fits above
water surfaces, the H2Ores spectrum can be used to compensate simultaneously for
both, the uncertainties of the applied liquid water cross-section (from literature) and the
broad-band structures of VRS while the small-band VRS structures are compensated
for by the DOAS straylight correction (which accounts at the same time for possible real20

straylight pollution in the measurements). Thus, using the H2Ores spectrum overcomes
the need to introduce a (simulated) VRS spectrum in the DOAS fit. Furthermore, the
H2Ores spectrum has no Fraunhofer line features. As the DOAS fit requires independent
cross-sections to obtain a meaningful solution (see Sect. 3.1) and VRS, (atmospheric)
Ring spectrum, and intensity offset correction (σoffset) are largely similar as consisting25

mainly of Fraunhofer line features, the use of the H2Ores spectrum instead of VRS helps
the reliability of the DOAS fit.
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5 Effects of the H2Ores spectrum on the MAX-DOAS NO2 Fit

Four different MAX-DOAS fits of tropospheric NO2 were performed in order to investi-
gate the effect of the retrieved H2Ores spectrum in real NO2 analysis. Fit1 is based
on the MAX-DOAS NO2 fit used during the NO2 intercomparison campaign CINDI
(Roscoe et al., 2010) as well as the satellite NO2 fit used at the IUP-Bremen (Richter5

et al., 2011). It contains neither VRS nor liquid water absorption. Fit2 uses the same
settings, but this time the H2Oliq spectrum is included. In addition to H2Oliq, Fit3 con-
tains the H2Ores spectrum retrieved in Sect. 4.4. Fit4 equals Fit3, but the H2Ores spec-
trum is replaced by the SCIATRAN simulated VRS spectrum shown in Fig. 4. The
detailed fit settings are summarized in Table 2.10

In contrast to the previous retrieval fits that were performed on water pointing mea-
surements (elevation angles of −45◦, resp. −60◦), the NO2 evaluation fits here are
performed on vertical scanning measurements (i.e., elevation angles between −3◦ and
30◦) which are commonly used to retrieve tropospheric NO2 slant columns as well as
vertical profiles. To avoid contributions of stratospheric NO2 in the measurements, al-15

ways the closest-in-time zenith observation was used as reference spectrum I0. If no
zenith spectrum was available within ∆SZA = 2◦ around the measurement I , the re-
spective measurement was rejected.

For measurements in −3◦ elevation angle the H2Oliq slant columns (or fit factors) of
Fit2 are plotted in Fig. 6a in blue for the example of 14 October 2009, which was the20

day of best weather and viewing conditions and also clearest water during TransBrom.
A clear diurnal shape is found, which is mainly the result of the position of the sun.
Obviously, average underwater light paths of> 20 m occur around noon although only
slightly pointing towards the sea surface. In addition to the H2Oliq slant columns of Fit2,
the (absolute values of) H2Ores slant columns of Fit3 as well as the (absolute values25

of) VRS slant columns of Fit4 are plotted in Fig. 6a in red and green, respectively.
The latter two lines have been scaled to the blue line in order to match into the figure
according to
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a1 =
(y1,y2)

(y2,y2)
a2 =

(y1,y3)

(y3,y3)
(5)

where (·) is the inner product, a1, a2 are the scaling factors for the red and green line
and y1, y2, y3 are the slant columns of H2Oliq, H2Ores and VRS, respectively.

Obviously, the diurnal shape of H2Oliq slant columns in Fig. 6a is reproduced by5

the H2Ores slant columns of Fit3 as well as the VRS slant columns of Fit4 indicating
that all spectra describe effects that scale very similarly with the length of the light
path under water. This was already concluded in Sect. 4.2 and it is the prerequisite for
using the H2Ores spectrum to account for both, broad-band strutures of VRS as well as
uncertainties of liquid water absorption simultaneously.10

In Fig. 6b the corresponding RMS of the fits shown in Fig. 6a are plotted in the
same color coding. Apparently, the RMS of Fit2 is dominated by some water-related
effects that are missing in the fit as the RMS reproduces the diurnal cycle of H2Oliq slant
columns in Fig. 6a (note that the H2Oliq cross-section from literature is already included
in Fit2). The RMS of Fit1 (no H2Oliq) is outside the range of the figure and therefore not15

displayed, but it reproduces again the same shape. If the SCIATRAN simulated VRS
cross-section is included in addition to H2Oliq (Fit4, green line), the RMS is considerably
smaller than in Fit2 (by up to a factor of 2 around noon). However, the same diurnal
cycle is present in the RMS meaning that still some water-related optical depth is not
accounted for. Finally, if the SCIATRAN VRS cross-section is replaced by the H2Ores20

spectrum (Fit3, red line), absolute values decrease again by a factor of up to 2 around
noon and – even more important – the diurnal shape of liquid water absorption is no
longer present. This indicates that in Fit3 all water-related effects are compensated for –
at least those which scale with the light path under water and which are detectable with
our instrument (this is the objective of this study). To conclude, the H2Ores spectrum25

works as intended and compensates (together with the straylight correction) for VRS as
well as uncertainties of the applied liquid water absorption cross-section from literature.
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Figure 7 shows the effect of the H2Ores spectrum on the retrieved NO2 slant columns.
The TransBrom campaign encountered marine polluted regions of enhanced NO2 as
well as very clean open ocean regions of (almost) no NO2 (Peters et al., 2012). Fig-
ures 7a and b are correlation plots between NO2 slant columns from Fit2 vs. Fit1, and
Fit3 vs. Fit1, respectively. In these plots, all measurements in the vertical scanning5

directions from the whole campaign are plotted using color coding: measurements at
elevation angles from −3◦ to −1◦, i.e. slightly towards the water surface, are displayed
in red, 0◦ and 1◦ in green, and 2◦ to 30◦ in blue. Figure 7c and d are correlation plots of
the corresponding RMS values of the different fits (same color-coding).

Only measurements taken under appropriate wind directions were used for fits 110

to 4, i.e. measurements were rejected if the wind direction would blow the ship’s plume
into the line of sight. This is true for both, the measurements I as well as the reference
measurements I0 meaning that the reference I0 should not contain more NO2 than the
spectrum I . Thus, only positive NO2 slant columns should be retrieved from the DOAS
fits while negative slant columns indicate some problem in the fit (the fit would use15

the NO2 cross-section to compensate for some other effect). In Fig. 7a, comparing the
NO2 slant columns retrieved from the basic NO2 Fit1 and those from Fit2, two different
cases have to be distinguished: (1) All positive NO2 slant columns are located close
to the 1 : 1 line, independently of the elevation angle of the respective measurement.
Consequently, if NO2 is present in the measurement, it is found correctly even if no liq-20

uid water absorption cross-section is included but the measurements certainly contain
liquid water structures because slightly pointing towards the water surface (red data
points are at the 1 : 1 line for positive NO2 values). On the other hand, if (almost) no
liquid water structures are present in the measurements but the H2Oliq cross-section is
included, this does not affect the retrieved NO2 slant columns (blue data points are also25

on the 1 : 1 line), i.e. no mismatch of NO2 is introduced by including H2Oliq if this effect
is not present in reality. (2) If NO2 is not present in the measurement, it is still retrieved
by Fit1, but in negative amounts. For −3◦ to −1◦ elevation angle, negative NO2 slant
columns of up to −1.5×1016 molec cm−2 are retrieved by Fit1 while measurements
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above the horizon reach only ≈ −4×1015 molec cm−2 (green and blue data points in
inset). Thus, the larger the measurement’s contamination with liquid water structures
is, the larger the introduced error in NO2 is. If the H2Oliq cross-section is included (Fit2),
the NO2 is closer to zero and slant columns are only retrieved in negative amounts up
to −2×1015 molec cm−2 (which is already in the range of the detection limit that was5

estimated in Peters et al., 2012, to 2×10−15 molec cm−2), i.e. the problem is reduced
but still present.

Using the H2Ores spectrum overcomes this problem, as Fig. 7b demonstrates. In
Fit3 containing not only liquid water absorption but also the H2Ores spectrum, the neg-
ative offset in NO2 for measurements containing no NO2 but spectral effects of liquid10

water is no longer present (see inset of Fig. 7b: the red values scatter around zero
within the DL of 2×1015 molec cm−2). It is worth mentioning that this is not only the
case for measurements towards the water (red data points), but also for measurements
slightly above the horizon (green data points) implying that these measurements con-
tain photons which have been partly under water before being (multiply) scattered into15

the instrument’s line of sight. These directions provide the longest light path through
the boundary layer and therefore highest sensitivity for tropospheric NO2. Thus, the
achieved improvement is important for the reliability of measurements especially of low
NO2 concentrations above the ocean.

All positive NO2 slant columns in Fig. 7b are close to the 1 : 1 line, i.e. if NO2 is20

present in the measurements the use of the H2Ores spectrum does not affect the re-
trieved slant columns. This is consistent to the findings for H2Oliq in Fig. 7a and the
conclusion is that both, H2Oliq as well as H2Ores can be used in the MAX-DOAS NO2 fit
presented here without unintended side-effects but increasing the reliability of retrieved
NO2 slant columns over water.25

Figure 7c and d demonstrate that the RMS of Fit2 and Fit3 is smaller than in Fit1.
This is true for all elevation angles, but especially for those pointing slightly towards the
water (red data points). Obviously, using the H2Ores spectrum (Fit3) produces much
smaller RMS than using liquid water absorption only (Fit2). Interestingly, the RMS of
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Fit3 (Fig. 7d) is highest in 0◦ and 1◦ elevation angles (green data points). This is be-
cause the dominating effect on the RMS is no longer errors introduced by liquid wa-
ter effects but misfits of water vapour in the atmosphere, which was present in large
amounts in the humid air above the open ocean and for which largest slant columns
occur in 0◦ and 1◦ elevation angles.5

In order to quantify the improvement of the fit quality, the RMS of the different fits
were compared to each other. Therefore, first, for each single measurement the dif-
ference of the RMS in two fits was calculated and normalized by the RMS of the first
fit, e.g. (Fit1-Fit2)/Fit1 gives the relative improvement of Fit2 with respect to Fit1. After-
wards, the obtained values of single measurements were averaged in certain ranges10

of elevation angles (−3◦ to −1◦, 0◦ and 1◦, 2◦ to 30◦). The results are summarized in
Table 3 supporting the findings above. The largest RMS reduction is obtained by Fit3
with respect to Fit1 in the range of −3◦ to −1◦ which is on average ≈ 52.5 %, i.e. a fac-
tor of 2. For the same range of elevation angles, the comparison between Fit3 and Fit2
yields a RMS reduction of up to 30 % that is achieved by using the H2Ores spectrum.15

In general, for all ranges of elevation angles the RMS reduction using the simulated
VRS spectrum (Fit4) instead of the H2Ores spectrum is smaller. Fit3 and Fit4 were di-
rectly compared yielding on average a better performance of Fit3 of 11.7 % in −3◦ to
−1◦, 4.1 % in 0◦ and 1◦, and 3.2 % in 2◦ to 30◦. Obviously, the improvement using the
H2Ores spectrum instead of the simulated VRS spectrum is larger in viewing directions20

containing more liquid water structures which is reasonable since the H2Ores spectrum
compensates for insufficiencies of H2Oliq.

Finally, it has to be mentioned that the numbers in Table 3 are averages of a specific
campaign encountering specific conditions (e.g., if more measurements in regions of
very clean water had been performed, the value of (Fit1-Fit3)/Fit1 would have been25

even larger than it is here). Thus, the exact numbers do not necessarily apply to other
measurements (under other conditions), but might represent typical values that can be
expected for ship-based MAX-DOAS measurements over the ocean.
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6 The H2Ores spectrum in satellite data

In addition to MAX-DOAS data, the retrieved H2Ores spectrum was also tested on OMI
satellite data (see Sect. 3.3). Therefore, the four MAX-DOAS NO2 fits from Sect. 5 from
425–497 nm (Table 3) have been adapted to satellite requirements. In particular, for
OMI-Fit4 a VRS cross-section has been simulated with SCIATRAN using the satellite’s5

nadir measurement geometry. The DOAS fits have been performed on OMI data for
August 2007, i.e. for a different period than the TransBrom campaign. The fit details
are summarized in Table 4.

Figure 8a shows the resulting slant columns of the H2Ores spectrum in OMI-Fit3 (mul-
tiplied by −1 for better visualisation). Obviously, locations at which the H2Ores structure10

is found coincide with the pattern of liquid water absorption (compare to Fig. 1 show-
ing the H2Oliq slant columns from OMI-Fit2), i.e. the H2Ores spectrum is successfully
found in measurements of a different instrument on a different platform using data from
a different period. This demonstrates again that the H2Ores spectrum is describing real
liquid water residual effects and is not due to any MAX-DOAS instrumental effect.15

Interestingly, the (broad-banded) H2Ores spectrum is not only found over the ocean,
but also over large desert regions in northern Africa and the Arabian peninsula (this is
not visible in Fig. 8a as continents are masked out). The reason is most likely interfer-
ence with broad-band sand structures which have been already found in GOME-2 data
by Richter et al. (2011) over the desert.20

In Fig. 8b the improvement of the RMS of OMI-Fit3, i.e. using the H2Ores spectrum,
with respect to OMI-Fit4 (simulated VRS instead H2Ores) is shown. Therefore, the dif-
ferences between the RMS of OMI-Fit4 and OMI-Fit3 have been calculated and nor-
malized by the RMS of OMI-Fit4 (similar to Sect. 5). Obviously, at locations where the
H2Ores spectrum is found the RMS is decreased by up to ≈ 6 %. In the same way, the25

changes in RMS between the other fits were calculated and maximum values that oc-
cur over the ocean are summarized in Table 5. Including liquid water absorption leads
to ≈ 45 % smaller RMS over the ocean (comparing OMI-Fit2 to OMI-Fit1). Taking into
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account also VRS either by including a simulated VRS cross-section (OMI-Fit4) or the
H2Ores spectrum (OMI-Fit3) reduces the RMS with respect to OMI-Fit2 by up to ≈ 12 %,
and ≈ 18 %, respectively. The H2Ores spectrum performs up to ≈ 6 % better than the
simluated VRS cross-section. Again, this is most likely because the H2Ores spectrum
is compensating not only broad-banded VRS structures, but also residual H2Oliq struc-5

tures which the simulated VRS spectrum is not doing. In general, maximum improve-
ment is observed at locations of clearest water (compare Fig. 8b to Fig. 1) indicating
that shorter light paths under water lead to smaller problems in the satellite data.

7 Summary and conclusions

Liquid water interacts with incident (solar) radiation in the Visible range in terms of10

absorption (H2Oliq) and scattering (VRS, Brillouin) which has an impact on scattered
light measured above the ocean (e.g., Fig. 1). While Brillouin scattering can be ne-
glected for current DOAS instrument resolutions, the effects of liquid water absorption
and VRS need to be compensated for in DOAS retrievals. This is not fully achieved
using currently available cross-sections of H2Oliq and VRS (Fig. 6).15

In order to investigate liquid water effects, MAX-DOAS measurements pointing di-
rectly into very clear natural waters were taken during the TransBrom field campaign
across the western Pacific in October 2009. Based on these measurements, it was
not possible to retrieve independent experimental spectra of H2Oliq and VRS because
both effects depend in a similar way on the underwater light path (Fig. 6a). However,20

it turned out to be possible to apply a simultaneous correction to both effects by using
only one correction spectrum. In addition, the intensity offset or straylight correction,
which is routinely included in the DOAS analysis as an additional pseudo-absorber
(Sect. 3.2), was found to compensate very efficiently for small-banded (incompletely
removed Fraunhofer) structures produced by VRS. Thus, only the broad-band VRS25

structures need to be compensated for.
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From experimental MAX-DOAS measurements we retrieved a residual correction
spectrum (H2Ores) comprising uncertainties of H2Oliq as well as differential broad-band
structures of VRS. Using the H2Ores spectrum together with H2Oliq in the MAX-DOAS
NO2 fit compensates entirely for liquid water absorption as well as VRS (Fig. 6b). In
unpolluted marine environments where unrealistic negative NO2 slant columns are re-5

trieved in a standard evaluation, inclusion of the H2Ores spectrum yields reasonable
NO2 slant columns scattering around zero within the detection limit (Fig. 7). On the
other hand, the H2Ores spectrum was found to have no effect on NO2 slant columns in
measurements containing no liquid water effects, i.e. no unwanted side-effects arise. At
the same time, the RMS decreased by up to 30 % (depending on the elevation angle).10

Compared to a simulated VRS spectrum the H2Ores spectrum performed up to ≈ 12 %
better (Table 3). It is worth mentioning that this is most likely not because the retrieved
H2Ores spectrum is better than the SCIATRAN simulation of VRS, but because it ac-
counts in addition for uncertainties of H2Oliq.

The H2Ores spectrum was tested in OMI satellite data over the ocean and was15

successfully found meaning that a potential improvement of satellite retrievals by our
method is realistic (but not the topic of the present study). Maximum improvements
of the DOAS fit quality due to the H2Ores spectrum were found to be ≈ 18 % and it
performs up to ≈ 6 % better than using a simulated VRS spectrum instead (Table 5).

To conclude, with the method presented in this study a complete compensation of20

all liquid water effects (absorption and VRS) was achieved in the MAX-DOAS analy-
sis over the ocean. As our H2Ores spectrum replaces the VRS spectrum, no radiative
transfer modelling of VRS is necessary and the number of degrees of freedom of the
DOAS fit stays constant (no additional cross-section is included). The retrieved H2Ores
spectrum can be used in other DOAS applications having similar settings (spectral25

range, order of polynomial) and using the same H2Oliq cross-section as our retrieval fit.

Acknowledgements. We acknowledge the GEOMAR in Kiel, Germany, especially Birgit Quack
and Kirstin Krüger for organizing the TransBrom campaign as well as the crew of the Research
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Table 1. Settings for the different H2Ores retrieval fits.

Parameter H2Ores retrieval fit Remarks

Elevation angle −45◦, −60◦ and different azimuths

SZA < 85◦

Measurements (I) clear water 100 ms individual
as well as integrated

Reference (I0) closest sea spray ∆SZA ≤ 2◦, ∆t ≤ 1 min

Fitting window 408–502 nm,
412–498 nm,
412–470 nm
425–497 nm NO2 fitting window

DOAS polynomial 2nd, 3rd, 4th order 3rd corresponds to NO2 fit

Straylight correction constant and linear linear only tested (no further improvement observed)

Liquid water included Pope and Fry (1997)
VRS not included SCIATRAN (Fig. 4)
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Table 2. Settings for different NO2 fits (with and without VRS, H2Ores and H2Oliq) performed to
evaluate the effect of the retrieved H2Ores-spectrum. The fits were performed on measurements
pointing in elevation angles between −3◦ (slightly towards the water surface) and 30◦.

Parameter Fit1 Fit2 Fit3 Fit4 Remarks

H2Oliq No Yes Yes Yes prepared (Sect. 4.1)
Pope and Fry (1997)

H2Ores No No Yes No Blue line in Fig. 5a, b
VRS (SCIATRAN) No No No Yes Blue line in Fig. 4

Common Parameters

O3 223 K, (Bogumil et al., 2003) same for all fits
NO2 295 K, (Vandaele et al., 1996) same for all fits
O4 Hermans et al., unpublished same for all fits

(http://spectrolab.aeronomie.be/o2.htm)
Water vapour Vandaele et al. (2005), Rothman et al. (2003) same for all fits

using HITRAN 2009
Ring following (Chance and Spurr, 1997) same for all fits
Polynomial 3rd order same for all fits
Fit range 425–497 nm same for all fits
Straylight correction constant same for all fits
Reference (I0) zenith direction, closest in time same for all fits
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Table 3. Normalized RMS differences (in %) of the performed fits averaged in specific ranges
of elevation angles.

−3◦, −2◦, −1◦ 0◦ and 1◦ 2◦ to 30◦

(Fit1-Fit2)/Fit1 37.6 10.6 10.9
(Fit1-Fit3)/Fit1 52.5 20.0 18.0
(Fit1-Fit4)/Fit1 48.4 16.8 15.4

(Fit2-Fit3)/Fit2 29.7 11.1 8.5
(Fit4-Fit3)/Fit4 11.7 4.1 3.2
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Table 4. Settings for the DOAS test fits on OMI data. The OMI-Fits correspond to the MAX-
DOAS NO2 fits from Table 2.

Parameter OMI-Fit1 OMI-Fit2 OMI-Fit3 OMI-Fit4 Remarks

H2Oliq No Yes Yes Yes prepared (Sect. 4.1)
Pope and Fry (1997)

H2Ores No No Yes No Blue line in Fig. 5a, b
VRS (SCIATRAN) No No No Yes SCIATRAN simulation

for satellite geometry

Common Parameters

Trace gases O3(223 K), NO2(295 K), O4, water vapour, Ring same for all fits
Polynomial 3rd order same for all fits
Fit range 425–497 nm same for all fits
Straylight correction constant same for all fits
Reference (I0) solar spectrum same for all fits
Period Aug 2007 same for all fits
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Table 5. Normalized RMS differences (in %) of the performed OMI-fits (maximum values over
the ocean). On a global scale, the RMS ratio (Fit4–Fit3)/Fit4 is plotted in Fig. 8b.

(Fit1–Fit2)/Fit1 (Fit2–Fit3)/Fit2 (Fit2–Fit4)/Fit2 (Fit4 - Fit3)/Fit4

Max. over ocean ≈ 45 % ≈ 18 % ≈ 12 % ≈ 6 %
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Fig. 1. Liquid water absorption (average length of the light path under water) as observed from OMI

for August 2007 using the DOAS technique (for fit details, see Sect. 6). The cruise track during

TransBrom is indicated in black.
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Figure 1. Liquid water absorption (average length of the light path under water) as observed
from OMI for August 2007 using the DOAS technique (for fit details, see Sect. 6). The cruise
track during TransBrom is indicated in black.
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Fig. 2. Green: Liquid water absorption coefficient (H2Oliq spectrum) from Pope and Fry (1997).

Brown: Logarithm of the ratio between an undisturbed and a white caps spectrum in water pointing

direction as described in Setc. 3.6, i.e. optical depth of water (exemplarily for one measurement on

14 October 2009).

Fig. 3. Illustration of the VRS band. The line shape was calculated according to Walrafen (1967)

and Kattawar and Xu (1992).
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Figure 2. Green: liquid water absorption coefficient (H2Oliq spectrum) from Pope and Fry
(1997). Brown: logarithm of the ratio between an undisturbed and a white caps spectrum in
water pointing direction as described in Sect. 3.6, i.e. optical depth of water (exemplarily for
one measurement on 14 October 2009).
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Figure 3. Illustration of the VRS band. The line shape was calculated according to Walrafen
(1967) and Kattawar and Xu (1992).
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Fig. 4. Blue: Differential VRS cross-section simulated using SCIATRAN (Rozanov et al., 2014)

for geometrical settings according to the ground-based measurements performed during TransBrom

(V. Rozanov, personal communication 2012). Red: Diff. VRS cross-section retrieved from MAX-

DOAS measurements (see Sect. 4).

Fig. 5. a) Exemplary H2Ores spectra obtained from different retrieval fit settings. Magenta: 412-

498 nm and 2nd order polynomial, green: 412-498 nm and 4th order polynomial, red: 408-502 nm

and 4th order polynomial, blue: 425-497 nm and 3rd order polynomial (= NO2 fit range and poly-

nomial). b) H2Ores spectrum from NO2 fit settings in blue compared to the difference spectrum

between applied H2Oliq spectrum and (linear interpolated) spectrum from (Pope and Fry, 1997) (in

magenta, scaled by 20 in red).
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Figure 4. Blue: differential VRS cross-section simulated using SCIATRAN (Rozanov et al.,
2014) for geometrical settings according to the ground-based measurements performed during
TransBrom (V. Rozanov, personal communication, 2012). Red: diff. VRS cross-section retrieved
from MAX-DOAS measurements (see Sect. 4).
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Fig. 4. Blue: Differential VRS cross-section simulated using SCIATRAN (Rozanov et al., 2014)

for geometrical settings according to the ground-based measurements performed during TransBrom

(V. Rozanov, personal communication 2012). Red: Diff. VRS cross-section retrieved from MAX-

DOAS measurements (see Sect. 4).
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498 nm and 2nd order polynomial, green: 412-498 nm and 4th order polynomial, red: 408-502 nm

and 4th order polynomial, blue: 425-497 nm and 3rd order polynomial (= NO2 fit range and poly-

nomial). b) H2Ores spectrum from NO2 fit settings in blue compared to the difference spectrum

between applied H2Oliq spectrum and (linear interpolated) spectrum from (Pope and Fry, 1997) (in
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Figure 5. (a) Exemplary H2Ores spectra obtained from different retrieval fit settings. Magenta:
412–498 nm and 2nd order polynomial, green: 412–498 nm and 4th order polynomial, red: 408–
502 nm and 4th order polynomial, blue: 425–497 nm and 3rd order polynomial (= NO2 fit range
and polynomial). (b) H2Ores spectrum from NO2 fit settings in blue compared to the difference
spectrum between applied H2Oliq spectrum and (linear interpolated) spectrum from Pope and
Fry (1997) in magenta (scaled by 20 in red).
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Fig. 6. Fit results from measurements in -3◦ elevation on 14 October 2009: a) H2Oliq-SC of Fit2

in blue, H2Ores-SC (absolute values) of Fit3 in red and VRS-SC (absolute values) of Fit4 in green

(the red and green line were scaled to the blue line in order to match into the figure). b) RMS of the

corresponding Fits (Fit2 = blue, Fit3 = red, Fit4 = green). For fit parameters, see Tab. 2.

Parameter H2Ores retrieval fit Remarks

Elevation angle -45◦, -60◦ and different azimuths

SZA <85◦

Measurements (I) Clear water 100 ms individual

as well as integrated

Reference (I0) Closest sea spray ∆SZA ≤ 2◦, ∆t ≤ 1 min

Fitting window 408 - 502 nm,

412 - 498 nm,

412 - 470 nm

425 - 497 nm NO2 fitting window

DOAS polynomial 2nd, 3rd, 4th order 3rd corresponds to NO2 fit

Straylight correction constant and linear linear only tested (no further improvement observed)

Liquid water included (Pope and Fry, 1997)

VRS not included SCIATRAN (Fig. 4)

Table 1. Settings for the different H2Ores retrieval fits.
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Figure 6. Fit results from measurements in −3◦ elevation on 14 October 2009: (a) H2Oliq-SC of
Fit2 in blue, H2Ores-SC (absolute values) of Fit3 in red and VRS-SC (absolute values) of Fit4
in green (the red and green line were scaled to the blue line in order to match into the figure).
(b) RMS of the corresponding Fits (Fit2 = blue, Fit3 = red, Fit4 = green). For fit parameters,
see Table 2.
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Fig. 7. Influence of the H2Ores-spectrum on the NO2 slant column and RMS in different DOAS fits.

(a) OMI-Fit3: H2Ores slant columns (b) OMI RMS: (Fit4 - Fit3)/Fit4

Fig. 8. H2Ores slant columns of OMI-Fit3 (left). Normalized difference between the RMS in OMI-

Fit4 and OMI-Fit3 (right).
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Figure 7. Influence of the H2Ores-spectrum on the NO2 slant column and RMS in different
DOAS fits.
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Fig. 7. Influence of the H2Ores-spectrum on the NO2 slant column and RMS in different DOAS fits.

(a) OMI-Fit3: H2Ores slant columns (b) OMI RMS: (Fit4 - Fit3)/Fit4

Fig. 8. H2Ores slant columns of OMI-Fit3 (left). Normalized difference between the RMS in OMI-

Fit4 and OMI-Fit3 (right).
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Figure 8. (a) H2Ores slant columns of OMI-Fit3. (b) Normalized difference between the RMS in
OMI-Fit4 and OMI-Fit3, i.e. RMS (Fit4–Fit3)/Fit4, in percent. For fit settings, see Table 4.
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